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Abstract
With advanced ICT, the ever-rapid development
of informatization has become an integral part of
smart city services in healthcare, transportation,
energy, education, business, community life, and
so on. A huge amount of data, called big data, is
generated from various sources, and effective analysis and utilization of big data has become a key
factor in the success of smart city services. However, in order to achieve precise big data analytics
and make real-time decisions, one of the challenging issues is how to efficiently deliver the huge
amounts of collected data to the processing servers. In this article, we first propose a novel architecture to support smart city services based on SDN
technology. Then we study the time-constrained
big data transfer scheduling (TBTS) problem under
the proposed architecture, and present an intelligent strategy to address the TBTS issue by utilizing
the SDN controller to conduct dynamic flow control and multi-path transfer scheduling. Simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed strategy can
efficiently support big data transfer in terms of low
transfer delay and high bandwidth utilization.

Introduction

With continuous urbanization, the unplanned and
rapid growth of the urban population not only
brings massive opportunities to the economy, but
also imposes additional burdens on cities in the
domains of unemployment, environment, pollution, traffic congestion, energy consumption, and
so on. These undesirable issues could slow down
the pace of urbanization. To address the issues
in rapid urbanization, not only should the policies formulated by the government be improved,
but also the quality of the services provided by
the city should be promoted, including the fundamental infrastructure, housing, public facilities,
healthcare, education, and so on. Recently, an
increasing number of cities have tried to address
the sustainability problem of urbanization by
utilizing a large scale of information and communication technologies (ICT) to improve the
user experience of city services [1]. As a result,
it gives rise to a novel paradigm, smart city, that
integrates all kinds of urban ICT enabled services
into a combined system, such that the city can
be smart and is able to provide easy access to
different kinds of services, information sharing,
real-time urban monitoring, and so on [2].

As an emerging paradigm, the smart city concept has been attracting considerable attention,
and is considered to be a promising solution to
address the challenging issues in urbanization. A
smart city utilizes ICT such as ubiquitous sensing
(e.g., smartphone, camera, sensor, RFID, Bluetooth) and heterogeneous network infrastructure
(the Internet, wireless sensor networks, cellular
networks, Wi-Fi, etc.), and manages different kinds
of information by utilizing a variety of processing technologies, such as cloud computing [3],
cyber-physical systems, and big data analysis. In
a smart city, the sensing devices are responsible
for collecting/monitoring real-time data related to
urban lives, including energy, education, healthcare, traffic, building, weather, pollution, and so
on. Through network infrastructures, the collected
data is transferred and stored in distributed data
centers for further analytics, data mining, and decision making by some progressive technologies
such as cloud computing, which enables smart
city services to rationally utilize natural resources,
enhance governance efficiency, and improve the
quality of life. For example, with the increasing
costs of resources, it is essential to utilize smart
equipment to monitor system operations and
identify resource waste, and by analyzing the collected data operators can do reasonable resource
planning and distribute resources.
In a smart city, data is explosively generated
from many sources since a large number of driving technologies, infrastructures, and processes
have been embedded into everyday practice. In
particular, the widespread mobile Internet, ubiquitous computing, and embedded software have
transformed things to be more smart and created huge amounts of data [4]. In addition, some
applications like social media, pictures and videos,
commercial transactions, advertising, and games
have accelerated data generation. For example,
some famous social network websites (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) serve billions of page views
every month, store a large number of new photos
every month, and manage billions of pieces of
contents [5]. In [6], Zikopoulos et al. reported
that 250 bytes of data were stored in the world in
2000; Manyika et al. in [7] estimated that enterprises would globally store more than 2 60 bytes
of new data on disk drives by 2010, and data is
generated at a growth of 40 percent globally per
year; Zikopoulos et al. expected data volumes to
reach 270 bytes by 2020. The enormous scale of
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big data is generated anywhere, as shown in Fig.
1, and has become an essential part of smart city.
In order to efficiently utilize the collected big
data and conduct real-time data analytics for
smart city services [8], the huge amount of data
need to be delivered to wired servers for further
processing, which introduces a few challenging
issues. On one hand, the transmissions of the collected big data are resource-consuming, which
brings additional burdens to the communication
systems. On the other hand, some real-time smart
city services (e.g., transportation, healthcare, disaster recovery) require timely data collections and
transmissions, and outdated data may be useless.
As an emerging technology to control network
behaviors, software-defined networking (SDN)
consists of two communication planes: the physical data plane and the abstracted control plane.
This decoupling of control and forwarding planes
allows SDN to be dynamically reconfigured [9,
10], and the flexibility of SDN, which is lacking in
today’s distributed network substrate, greatly simplifies resource management, providing a feasible
solution to support quality of service (QoS)-aware
data transfer in smart city. In this article, we study
the time-constrained big data transfer scheduling (TBTS) problem under the presented SDN
enabled architecture, and the main contributions
of this work are summarized as follows:
• We propose a scalable SDN-enabled architecture that integrates various smart city
components and provides reliable and timely
scheduling for big data transfer to support
smart city services.
• In order to address the TBTS problem, we
propose a heuristic scheme by solving the
issue of maximum multi-commodity flow
over time. The proposed scheme can reconfigure the multi-flow transfer at the optimal
time instant, taking the overall transfer efficiency into account.
• Performance evaluations of the proposed
scheme are conducted, which demonstrate
that it not only schedules the multi-flow
transfer efficiently, but also achieves high
network utilization in addressing the TBTS
problem.
The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. An SDN-enabled architecture for smart
city is presented. We study the TBTS problem,
and propose a heuristic algorithm with dynamic
scheduling to address the TBTS problem. Simulation results and evaluation of the proposed algorithm are presented. We conclude the article and
pinpoint future research directions.

The SDN-Enabled Architecture for
Smart City

In order to conduct real-time big data transfer
and provide QoS-aware smart city services, the
network infrastructure ought to possess centralized control of network resources, such that
intelligent scheduling and QoS-aware routing can
be achieved. However, that cannot be realized
in traditional IP networks since centralized management is not supported. The emerging SDN
technology adopts a centralized server named
“controller” to manage network resources [11],
such that the network operators are able to imple-
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Figure 1. Smart city services.
ment efficient algorithms and rules (e.g., QoS
routing, traffic engineering, and security). In this
section, we propose an SDN-enabled architecture
for smart city that consists of four layers (i.e., data
layer, network layer, control layer, and application
layer) as shown in Fig. 2.
Data layer: The data layer is dedicated to collecting information from the physical world. With
the advances of sensor technologies (e.g., environmental monitoring sensors and industrial sensors) and smart devices (e.g., wearable devices,
smartphones, cameras), the physical world can
be measured or monitored such that the human
is living in an information perception world. Consequently, the data from different domains (e.g,
healthcare, transportation, industry) can be collected by ICT equipment as well as the heterogeneous network architecture including short-range
networks (body area network, vehicular network,
etc.) and long-range cellular networks. The local
networks may aggregate and pre-process the collected data before delivering to the backbone
network.
Network layer: The network layer is composed
of SDN-enabled switches (e.g., Open vSwitch)
where the SDN protocols (e.g., OpenFlow) are
implemented. The separated network layer is
dedicated to transfer the data collected from the
physical layer, and makes the network more scalable. For instance, sensed data with different categories, priorities, or QoS requirements can be
allocated different flow tables, such that scalable
management can be achieved. Moreover, the network layer provides the switches with virtual tunnels to the control layer.
Control layer: The control layer consists of
two sub-components: the processing unit and
the network control unit. The processing unit
receives the collected data from the network
layer, stores the data in data centers, and provides
data analytics or decisions to smart city services
in the application layer by utilizing cloud computing technologies. In the network control unit,
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Figure 2. The SDN-enabled architecture for smart city.
the SDN controller is dedicated to controlling big
data transfer centrally, including flow control and
device control. The controller is able to support
QoS-aware routing, traffic engineering, resource
allocation, and so on by controlling the SDN-enabled switches in the network layer, which makes
big data transfer controllable in a smart city.
Application layer: The application layer can
provide various smart city services and networking
services by the programming interfaces between
the application layer and the control layer. In
particular, the application layer provides smart
components (e.g., smart energy, smart healthcare,
and smart transportation) with various services by
requesting the information from the processing
unit in the control layer. In addition, the network
application manages data transfer with different
requirements (QoS, monitoring, routing, etc.) by
utilizing the service interfaces provided by the
SDN controller.
In the presented SDN-enabled architecture for
smart city, the QoS-aware big data transfer can
be achieved by centralized scheduling. Specifically, in the following section, we study time-constrained big data transfer scheduling and propose
an efficient approach to address this issue.

Time-Constrained
Big Data Transfer Scheduling
In a smart city, big data is transferred in the
form of flows, and the flows scheduled by the
SDN controller are transferred in the network
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composed of SDN-enabled switches. Under the
SDN-enabled smart city architecture as shown in
Fig. 2, we study a challenging issue: the time-constrained big data transfer scheduling (TBTS) problem. The TBTS problem is defined as follows:
Assuming there are m flows, and flow j (j = 1, 2,
… , m) with size s j is transferred from s j to t j in
a network where multi-path transfer is allowed
during flow transfer. The TBTS problem is to find
path set Pj with feasible aggregate bandwidth and
traffic distribution for flow j, such that all the m
flows can be transferred within the time interval t.

Network Model

Normally, a network can be modeled as a weighted directed graph G(V,E), where V is the set of
nodes and e is the set of links. For a link e  E,
let b(e) > 0 be the bandwidth, and d(e) be the
link delay, which comprises queueing delay, processing delay, and propagation delay. Let s be a
source node, t be a destination node, and p = (v0,
v2, …, vl) be a path with l links, where ei = (vi–1, vi)
 p, i  [1, l] represents a link connecting nodes
v i–1 and v i. The path delay of p is d(p) = S i[1,l]
d(ei), and the bandwidth of p is equal to b(p) =
mini[1,l] b(ei). For transferring a flow with fixed
size, the transfer delay consists of the path delay
and the delay inherent to the available bandwidth
(a lower bandwidth results in a longer transfer
delay). In particular, the delay inherent to the
available bandwidth cannot be omitted in big
data transfer. Thus, the delay for transferring flow
with size s over path p is equal to
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Dynamic Scheduling

Assuming the path set for transferring each flow
is obtained, we propose a dynamic scheduling
approach for scheduling the multi-flow transfer,
which performs as follows:
• Keep the throughput of the whole multi-flow
transfer maximum, and flow j is uploaded to
the transferring tunnels until the amount of
the flow is equal to sj.
• When flow j’s transfer is complete, the multiflow transfer will be reconfigured by freeing up the allocated bandwidth to flow j
and recomputing the feasible throughput for
each uncompleted flow
If there are m flows to be transferred in a network, each with throughput thrj, j = 1, 2, …, m, the
optimization problem of throughput maximization
can be expressed as
max {thr1 + thr2 +, …, + thrm}.

(1)

In this article, we solve the multi-flow scheduling problem by transforming it into a maximum
multi-commodity flow over tme (MMFT) problem
[12]. The linear programming (LP) formulation
of the MMFT problem for m flows (denoted by
MMFTm) can be expressed as
max τ ⋅

∑

j∈[1,m]

f (P j ) −

j

∑
j

(u ,v )∈P

j

(d(u j ,v j )⋅ f (u j ,v j ))
(2)

where f(uj, vj) is the bandwidth for a link e = (uj,
v j), e  p ij, p ij  P j, and f(P j) is the aggregate
bandwidth for flow j’s transfer. Equation 2 is subject to flow conservation and capacity limit, which
can be found in [12]. The optimal formulation in
Eq. 2 is dedicated to maximizing the total amount
of data that can be received at all destinations in
time period t. As shown in Fig. 3, after computing
the maximum throughput for the multi-flow transfer (user 1, user 2, user 3, etc.), user 1’s flow is
completed after time period t 1. By recomputing
the maximum throughput for users 2 and 3, only
user 2 is left after another time period t 2. After
another time period t 3, the multi-flow transfer is
completed. Hence, the multi-flow transfer is completed after Ttotal = t1 + t2 + t3.
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As mentioned above, the key to dynamic
scheduling is to compute the time periods t x(s)
by addressing the throughput maximization
problems during t x such that one flow’s transfer is completed after t x . Assuming the multiflow transfer is scheduled based on solving the
throughput maximization problem, each flow
—
requires minimum time period g j to compute its
—j
x
transfer. Thus, t = g , where j is the uncompleted
flow after S z  [1, x – 1]t z. In dynamic scheduling, t1 can be completed directly by solving the
throughput maximization problem. However,
the computing of t x(x > 1) is complicated since
flow j’s transfer is associated with a different
bandwidth. This means that if n flows are completed after t x, the other m – n flows will share
the network resources. This will result in a new
throughput optimization problem for computing
the next tx+1. In addition, the residual flow in the
transfer tunnels needs to be computed for the
uncompleted flows after t x , since the residual
flow is part of the flow and affects the minimum
period computation. We address the residual
flow issues in the following subsection.

from the processing unit
in the control layer.

Computation of Residual Flow

A residual flow rtj x is a sub-flow of flow j that is in
transit on the paths from the source to the destination during time period t x. For instance, there
are x – 1 kinds of residual flow for flow j as shown
on the left of Fig. 4, where rtj 1 is the residual flow
uploaded by the source node during t1, rtj 2 is the
residual flow uploaded by the source node during
t2, …, and rjtx–1 is the residual flow uploaded by
the source node during tx–1. For each flow, each
kind of residual flow is associated with different
aggregate bandwidth. Moreover, rtj a is before rtj b
temporally for any a < b. Computing the amount
of rtj z and the residual amount of rtj x (z  [1, x –
1]) after tx will affect the switching period computation, namely tx, x = 1, 2, …, m.
For instance, in the left part of Fig. 4, the
destination receives no flow from the source
before S z[1,x–1]t z. This also implies there are x
– 1 completed flows. Assume flow j’s transfer is
not completed after t x since the (x – 1)’th flow
is completed. There are three general cases for
computing flow j’s residual flow:
Case 1 for computing residual flow: In the
first case, all the residual flows generated before
t x reach the destination during t x. This implies
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Figure 4. The computation of residual flow.
1: Compute the available bandwidth and delay of each link in
the network.
2: Let k  1.
3: while k < kmax do
4: Pj  Compute the kth-shortest path for flow j, j =
1, 2, … , m.
5: Execute dynamic scheduling by addressing MMFT
problem, to compute time Ttotal.
6: if Ttotal  t then
7:
Output the path sets with feasible multi-flow scheduling.
8:
Break.
9: else
10:
k  k + 1:
11: end if
12: end while

Algorithm 1. TBTS-H.
that the destination has already received the
newly uploaded flow. The amount of rtj x can be
computed as follows:
• Compute the aggregate bandwidth for scheduling the new flow during t x by addressing
the throughput maximization problem.
• The amount of rtj x is then equal to the
amount of the new uploaded flow, subtracting the amount received at the destination.
Case 2 for computing residual flow: For the
second case shown in Fig. 4, after another tx, the
destination receives part of rtj k (1 < k < x ) (we
refer to it as the intermediate flow). This implies
that the residual flows before the intermediate
flow temporally reach the destination, and the
residual flows after the intermediate flow temporally still stay in the tunnels. Referring to the first
case, the amount of rtj x is equal to the amount of
the flow uploaded to the tunnels during t x, and
the residual amount of rtj k is then equal to the
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amount of the flow uploaded during t k, subtracting the amount received at the destination.
Case 3 for computing residual flow: In the
third case, since the destination still receives no
flow after tx, each residual flow is delayed in the
tunnels, and the size of each residual flow is equal
to the amount uploaded during each time period.
Thus, the details of the residual flow can be
computed according to the case of the residual
flow computation. To address the intelligent computing issue, the details of the residual flow can
be recorded by utilizing an auxiliary matrix such
as that in [13].
Furthermore, the time for delivering residual flow
should be taken into account when computing
—
the minimum time period g j for an uncompleted
flow j in order to compute t x (x > 1). Assuming
there are at most x – 1 kinds of residual flows
generated during different t z (z = 1, 2, …, x – 1),
—
the computation of g j can be divided into two
general cases, as shown in Fig. 5.
—
Case 1 for computing gj: In the first case, the
entire amount of flow is uploaded to the tunnels.
Namely, there is rtj k such that the transfer can be
completed after rtj k reaches the destination. If the
transfer starts at time 0, the minimum required
—
time for rtj k to reach the destination is equal to gj*
which could be computed by addressing a new
throughput maximization problem. Therefore, the
—
minimum time period is equal to gj subtracting the
time that has passed.
Case 2 for computing gj: For the second case,
there is remaining flow that has not been uploaded at the source. By addressing a new throughput
maximization problem, the minimum time period
could be computed by computing the minimum
required time for the remaining flow to reach the
destination.
Since the dynamic scheduling assumes that the
feasible path set Pj is given (j = 1, 2, …, m), in the
following subsection, a heuristic algorithm named
TBTS-H is presented for finding such path sets.

The Proposed TBTS-H Algorithm

We propose a heuristic approach named TBTS-H
as shown in Algorithm 1, to address the TBTS
problem. Firstly, TBTS-H computes the states of
the network including the available bandwidth,
link-delay, etc., by utilizing the monitoring ability
of the SDN-enabled architecture. TBTS-H adds
the shortest paths (for each flow transfer) into the
path sets, and conducts the dynamic scheduling
to compute Ttotal iteratively until the time limit of
the big data transfer is met.

Simulation Results

In order to demonstrate that our proposed
TBTS-H can achieve high network utilization and
lower transfer delay, we compare T total among
TBTS-H, x-TBTS (x-TBTS, x = 1, 2, …, m – 1), and
equal TBTS (E-TBTS). Specifically, x-TBTS is the
scheduling that only allows x times of reconfiguration. E-TBTS allows reconfiguration, but the bandwidth of each link e will be shared equally if there
are flows a and b competing for link e.
We conduct several simulations on the ErdősRényi (ER) network (30 nodes with the link-existence probability of log|30||30|) [14], the
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GÉANT network in [15], and the USANet network
(40 nodes with 58 links). For each network, the
link delay d(e) is uniformly distributed between 5
and 10 units, and the link bandwidth b(e) is uniformly distributed between 10 and 15 units. For
ER topology, we repeat generating 100 different
topologies, and repeat generating the same 100
GÉANT and USANet topologies with different
(bandwidth, delay) weights. For each topology,
we conduct multi-flow transfer with five and six
flows, respectively, within time t = 300 units. For
the flows we select, there are at least two flows a,
b and a shared link e; e  Pa and e  Pb (Pa and
Pb are obtained by executing TBTS-H). Otherwise,
the flows are reselected. The size of each flow is
distributed randomly between 1000 and 1500
units. The simulations are conducted as follows:
• First, we use TBTS-H to compute the path set
and Ttotal(TBTS – H).
• Based on the path set obtained in step 1, we
use E – TBTS and 1 – TBTS, 2 – TBTS, …, (m
– 1) – TBTS, respectively, to compute Ttotal(E
– TBTS) and Ttotal(1 – TBTS), Ttotal(2 – TBTS),
…, Ttotal((m – 1) – TBTS) if there are m flow
transfers.
• We use score(Y) to represent the score for
algorithm Y. For each topology, score(Y)
 score(Y) + 1 if Y meets Ttotal(Y) = min{Ttotal (TBTS – H), T total (E – TBTS), T total (1
– TBTS), Ttotal(2 – TBTS), …, Ttotal((m – 1) –
TBTS)}.
As shown in Fig. 6, we can observe that
TBTS-H achieves the highest score. This is due to
the fact that TBTS-H adjusts the multi-flow traffic
dynamically and is able to make full use of each
potential path and the capacity provided by the
network. The x-TBTS algorithms can score since
sometimes the uncompleted flows cannot obtain
larger aggregate bandwidth even if the resource
(e.g., available path) of the completed flow is
freed. Moreover, x-TBTS can achieve higher score
as x increases, which demonstrates that the higher
the number of the reconfiguration is, the higher
the network utilization achieved. Although the
E-TBTS can sometimes score, our TBTS-H can get
80 percent of scores. This means that our proposed algorithm TBTS-H is efficient when the
multi-flow transfers are conducted.

Conclusions and
Future Research Directions
In this article, we have investigated the realtime big data transfer issue in smart city services. We first propose a scalable SDN-enabled
architecture that integrates various smart city
components and provides reliable and timely
scheduling for big data transfer to enable smart
city services. We then study the TBTS problem
under the presented architecture, and propose
a heuristic with an intelligent scheme that can
maximize the throughput and schedule the multiflow transfer dynamically. Simulation results have
demonstrated that our algorithm can schedule the multi-flow transfer dynamically and can
achieve high network utilization. Possible future
research directions derived from this article are
summarized as follows.
QoS Support: In a smart city, various kinds of
data may be generated from different sources,
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and are transferred with diverse QoS requirements. In this article, we study the data transferring scenario where only the delay constraint is
taken into account. Thus, one open issue extended from our work could be considering the multiflow transferring scenario where data transfers are
conducted with multiple QoS requirements or different priorities. However, to guarantee efficient
big data transfer scheduling, designing a scalable
southbound application programming interface to
provide various QoS supports to big data flows is
a challenging issue under the SDN enabled smart
city architecture.
Control Intelligence: Frequent data analysis
and transfer scheduling are indispensable to
support smart city services, bringing additional
burden to computing components. Compared
to the emergent approaches that could be
utilized in control layer (e.g., distributed computation and data mining), it is more efficient
and flexible if some lightweight actions could
be determined at the data layer. For instance,
some flows without QoS requirements, such
as, best effort flow, could be scheduled directly at the forwarding table. The challenges are
designing available ranking strategies and an
intelligent forwarding table.
Network Heterogeneity: Interconnecting
heterogeneous networks in a smart city, especially when the networks are within a centralized control layer, brings several issues and
challenges (e.g., network compatibility and
network controllability). Designing efficient
gateway protocols that integrate SDN features
and bridge SDN with other types of networks
is indispensable. Furthermore, developing a
feasible hierarchy management model for controlling the networks may lead to a better control layer for smart cities. For instance, each
kind of network is within a sub-control layer,
while all the sub-control layers can be managed
by a centralized control layer.
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